
Bob Huggins: Open Post Motion Offense 

Offensive philosophy:  

 Use markers on the floor to teach offensive spacing 

 What is spacing? Should be 15 to 17 feet 

 Close enough to make direct passes but far enough from keeping one defender guarding two 

 offensive players 

 Bad passes lead to bad shots 

 This offense exploits bad help defense (help defense is the hardest thing to teach). This offense 

 makes defense go from ball side to help side and back. Block outs are also harder because 

 defense has to travel a longer way to block out. 

Basics of the motion: 

 Add an X (or marker) to the free throw line. Players must touch this X before filling the top of 

 the key. This makes players use a V cut instead of just filling up. 

 After you pass: 

  (1) cut to the basket or screen away 

  (2) screen with your butt to the ball or to the basket. Cutter always    

  goes to the basket and screen always pops to the ball. 

  (3) Go to the ball: handoff, screen, inside handoff 

 Cutting: 

  Backcut – take a couple steps toward the ball get your head under the basket. Open up  

  to the ball to see where to fill, if you need to rebound, or if you need to get back.  

  Communicate with your hands on a back cut, put your inside hand in. 

  After cutting do not stand, fill spots hard and fast. 

 Basketball comes down to minimizing steps: angles have to be good, don’t take four   

 steps when you can take one, get the ball then get to the basket. 

 If you screw up just find an open spot. 

 If you have a big guy run your offense until the big catches the ball at the top. He swings then 

 cuts into post and seals which ever way the defense is playing. If defense is behind turn up 

 towards the middle and seal. If defense is in front turn toward the baseline and seal. 



 Screening: 

  On a screen the cutter always goes to goal and screen always pops back to ball. 

  Don’t hold screen for too long, screen and separate. 

  Switch cuts – guy who curls off screen will turn and rescreen for screener – he curls.  

 Players will develop in this offense because everyone has to pass, dribble and screen. 

 This offense is very flexible. You can run flex screen, shuffle screen, and stagger screens. 

 To get a flex screen, big guy runs open until he cuts and posts. If defense takes the post up away  

 on reversal he sets a flex screen (same thing with shuffle). 

 On a ball screen to the wing, baseline should fill because if the screener rolls the defender on 

 the baseline will probably help. Huggins calls this “ball screen and drag”. 

 Play 3 on 3 half court on one side using all your teaching points. Also play 3 on 3 half court using 

 both sides of the court. 

  

    

 

   

   

  

  

  


